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Highlights

The Monetary Policy Committee in her last meeting for 2022 unanimously decided to

increase the monetary policy rate (MPC) by 100 basis points to 16.50% from 15.50% -

representing a fourth consecutive rate hike. The cumulative interest rate hike by the apex

bank in 2022 is 500 basis points.

The decision to hike was based on the outcome of a poll where nine (9) members agreed

to a 100 basis points increase, while two (2) members voted to raise the MPR by 50 basis

points.

Highlights of the Committee’s Conclusion

1. MPR raised by 100bps from 15.50% to 16.50%.

2. Asymmetric corridor of +100/-700bps was retained.

3. CRR of 32.50% was retained.

4. Liquidity Ratio unchanged at 30.00%.

The Committee’s Considerations

Global Economy

The Committee expressed concerns about the continued weakening of the global economy

primarily to persistent increase in energy price, supply chain bottlenecks, looming food

crises, and sharp increase in interest rate leading to tightening external financial conditions.

Domestic Economy

The MPC noted the consistent positive performance of the economy since the exit from the

Covid-19 induced recession. The growth was driven by the non-oil sector and

complemented by continued support from the fiscal and monetary authorities. However, the

Committee expected continued output growth for the rest of the year of 2022, albeit at a

much slower pace due to external shocks to the economy.

The Committee expressed concerned about the continued uptick in headline inflation as it

rose for the ninth consecutive month, with headline inflation settling at 21.09% YoY in

October 2022. However, the Committee noted the slow down in the month-on-month

inflation, indicating that prices responded to the bank recent policy rate hikes.
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The Committee’s Decision

The decision to hike rate was to further consolidate the progress made to combat

inflationary pressures, especially given the third consecutive month-on-month decline in

October 2022.

In addition to consolidating the gains, the Committee opted for a rate hike to further narrow

the negative real interest rate, restore investor confidence and improve market sentiment.

However, the Committee guided while there was the need to maintain a hawkish stance,

the implementation had to be done at a slow pace so as not to dampen the steady

economic growth achieved over the past few quarters.

Potential Implications for the Financial Markets

Fixed Income: we expect yields in the fixed income market to reprice aggressively. We

expect to see a steeper yield curve as investors shorten duration to capitalise the gains of

a rising interest rate environment.

Equities Market: we expect the latest policy move by the MPC to erode the little gains

recorded in the market over the past few days, as domestic investors hunt for higher yields

in the fixed income market. However, we believe investors should position in fundamentally

sounds stocks with attractive dividend yields. Notably, we favour the banking stocks at this

time because the current macro environment is net positive to the banks.

Foreign Exchange Market: the exchange rates in the parallel markets retreated to c.N700

levels from c.N800-N850 levels during the last MPC meeting. While there might be a case

that the previous rate increases played a role in the decline, we maintain that the initial

surge to N850 was due to a temporary rise in FX demand by companies stocking up

inventory ahead of the festive period. We also link the short-term FX demand rise to an

initial reaction to the recent CBN’s policy on Naira redesign. As these scenario normalised,

the exchange rate moderated. Nonetheless, at c.N700 levels, the premium above the

exchange rate in the I&E FX window is as high as 60%. While higher rates might

encourage investors to hold Naira assets, we think that the underlying issues in the FX

market are much more inherent on clarity of the foreign exchange policy.
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Disclaimer & Disclosures
The value of any investment is subject to fluctuations, i.e., may rise and fall. Past performance is no guide

to the future. The rate of exchange between currencies may cause the value of an investment to increase

or decrease. Hence investors may not get back the full value of their original investment.

Investment Recommendation

WSTC uses a 3-tier recommendation system for stocks under coverage: Buy, Hold, and Sell.

• Buy Rating: estimated fair value is ≥15% above current market price.

• Hold Rating: estimated change in price is between -10% and 15% of current market price.

• Sell Rating: estimated change in price is ≤ -10% of current market price.

This document is not an offer to buy or sell any security. This document does not provide individually

tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances

and objectives of persons who receive it. The appropriateness of a particular investment will depend on an

investor’s circumstances and objectives. The investments and shares referred to in this document may not

be suitable for all investors.

This document is based on information WSTC Securities Limited (WSTC Securities) received from publicly

available reports and industry sources. WSTC Securities may not have verified all of this information with

third parties. Neither WSTC Securities nor its shareholders, directors, employees or advisors can

guarantee the accuracy, reasonableness or completeness of the information received from any sources

consulted for this publication; and neither WSTC Securities nor its shareholders, directors, employees or

advisers accept any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from

any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this document. This

document is not to be relied upon and should not be a substitute for the exercise of independent judgment.

This document includes certain statements, estimates and projections concerning the anticipated future

performance of securities listed on the Nigerian Exchange and as to the market for these shares. Such

statements, estimates and projections are based on information that we consider reliable and may reflect

various assumptions made concerning anticipated economic developments, which have not been

independently verified and may or may not prove correct. No representation or warranty is made as to the

accuracy of such statements, estimates and projections or as to their appropriateness for the purpose

intended and it should not be relied upon as such. Opinions expressed are current opinions as of the date

appearing on this material only and may change without notice. Other third parties may have issued other

reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusions from, the information presented in this

report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who

prepared them.

This document is for information purposes only and private circulation. No portion of this document may be

reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of WSTC Securities.

Additional information on recommended securities/instruments is available on request.

WSTC Securities Limited is a Trading License Holder of the Nigerian Exchange Limited (NGX) and is

registered with the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) as a Broker/Dealer to conduct Securities

Brokerage & Dealing in Nigeria. Therefore, we may deal in any securities listed on the NGX.
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